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A HOLIDAY TRIP TO BRITTANY.

H~ for a fortnight of Robinson Crusoe's life on his desert
W island! How it would resuscitate me at the end of the

term! How a fortnight's freedom from the restraints and conven
tionalities, the starch and pipe-clay of civilized life, would set me up
for the work of -another term !" So thought I, a summer or two
ago, and a plan suggested itself to me of taking ship, not to
Alexander Selkirk's world-famous island, but to the land of
Armorica, the semi-barbarous corner of civilized France, the Brittany
of modern geographers. Thither we went, a happy trio, just
emancipated from the platitudes of Balbus and his wall, Euclid and
his bridge, Cicero and his Catilinc. There lay before us a vast field
for exploration, Druidical remains in profusion, breezy hills and
babbling brooks to refresh an~ gladden man's heart, and natives (but
little remote in ideas and cultivation from their ancestors the Druids)
to afford us specimens for ethnological study. We landed at St. 1falo,

fresh from the embrace of Thetis, i.e., invigorated by the sea breeze,
with appetites that an alderman would have envied. Our baggage
was no more than our knapsacks contained; our costume had
descended much from the severe propriety of Sherborne life; it

would have been hard for a critic to tell whether we were lay or
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clerical, artistic or scholastic. See us at St. Malo with our knaF
sacks buckled on and our loins girded figuratively. Not only is
starch laid aside, but all the purtenance thereof. Henceforth we
shall roam at our wild will, bathing in lonely bays, wandering over
heath-bedecked hills.

I said we were hungry when we landed, and our first idea was to
make a good breakfast. Now it happens that St. M:alo is well
supplied with hotels, and in this respect Brittany generally is prefer
able to Crusoe's island for a holiday excursion. Our first meal on
French soil, at the HMel de la Paix, had a peace-bringing, soothing
effect after our sea journey; we begin with a trifling overture, the
daintiest of sardines a. l'huile, something to toy with and lubricate
the wheels of our inner mechanism; then followed a dish of veal
a la jardiniere washed down with vin ordinaire,. next we were
pressed to partake of cutlets and fried beans, then roast mutton and
salad, and we finished up with fromage de Caremberg, greengages,
figs, and pears. Think of it ye bacon-breakfasting conservatives,
whose matutinal rasher is daily washed down with tea-water, ye
stay-at-home dyspectics who are plied with a diet as unchangeable as
the laws of theJ'lledes and Persians, and who are doomed to chazo

your morning bacon till the end of your natural lives; think of it,
and tell me whether we are without exeuse if, on this, the first
morning of our erratic life in Brittany, we pronounced French
cookery to be one of the fine arts, superior to music and poetry,
painting and dancing. From that day forth one of our trio lived
ostensibly for nothing else but the dejenner and the dinner at the
table a:hOte; his first question at early morn was about breakfast,
his most fervent prayer when he left the breakfast table was that we
should reach our next resting-place in time for the table d'hOte dinner,
and we soon discovered that table d'hOte had become the magic word
with which he could be made to endure toil and heat and dust.

St. Malo is a quaint old town, medireval in its aspect. Its ramparts
are uninjured; the massive walls have resisted the wear and tear of
time, and remain what they were in the days of Duchess Ann of

Brittany. As the town stands upon a rock and cannot spread beyond
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its walls, it must remain, for centuries to come, a most perfect
specimen of the fortified cities of the middle ages.

'The country between St. Malo and Rennes is not very picturesque;
cultivation has impaired its natural beauty; but beyond Rennes the
scenery grows wilder; tobacco is no longer cultivated, the fields of
buck-wheat and millet grow scarcer every mile, and at last vanish
altogether, and are replaced by long stretches of heath and rocl']
wastes, where no life is seen, not a sheep, not a rabbit; this is the
district of Morbihan, the ancient home of the Dnuds, the land of
Monoliths, Mentirs, Cromlechs, and Dolmens. Further west, in
Finistere, cultivation appears once more, but alternating with large
forests, the haunts of deer, wolves, and wild boar. But this is a
digression. Our travellers are still at Aury, the sacred town
(the Benares) of Brittany. Here they are reading sermons in stones.
They have seen stones in groups, stones upon stones" ad nauseam."
At first they felt enthusiasm, this soon turned to indifference, and by
midday all Druidieal sympathies had vanished, and the worshipper
of deJeuners atable ifh6te declared at table that the melon on his
plate was in his estimation worth all the dolmens in Carnac and
Gaf'r Tunis, and that the stones of peaches and plums were the only
stones worth seeking after.

The chapel of St. Anne d'Aury is an elegant building entirely of
granite, with a light spire cut out in open work, and windows and
capitals exquisitely carved. It was erected on the site where some
miraculous apparition is supposed to have been vouchsafed to a
country clown. The stained glass windows are very beautiful but
very secular, from our sceptical point of view; they illustrate the
Ar:my and Navy doing homage to St. Anne; the architect and con
tractor in conference with the Bishop about the plans for the chapel;
the Emperor Napoleon IH. and the Empress Eugene kneeling at the

Shrine of St. Anne, &c., &c. Such are the subjects illustrated;
everything in the chapel savours of St. Anne and St. Anne alone;
the votive offerings, waxen legs and arms, &c., the pictures, tablets,
inscriptions, all are dedicated to her, all proclaim her glory and

,'). omnipotence. A holy fountain of dirty water near the chapel is
r'
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supposed to work miracles j one of our three travellers, emulous of
the voracity of his dejeuner-Ioving friend, drank a cup of it in the
hopes that it would give him an orthodox appetite; he succeeded in
his object, the appetite came, but not the corresponding power of
digestion-the gift of swallow without the gift of assimilation, a
very indifferent boon, as he afterwards confessed.

A quiet Sunday at Quimper will ever be synonimous with our
three tourists for riot and revelry. They had arranged their plans
for a quiet day in that old-fashioned Breton town, and awoke with
the sobered solemnity of old Sabbatarians. But there were early
indications that all was not right, and that after· early mass the
Sunday would be over. The beating of drums calling the fire
brigade to a morning practice was soon followed by the blatant music
of brass bands parading the town. Horse-races, fireworks, torch
light processions, noise and hubbub, music and feasting, such are the
reminiscences of that quiet Sunday at Quimper.

The costume of the peasants in Finistere is exceedingly picturesque.
Each village has its peculiar dress; the caps of the women are the
chief distinguishing feature, but the shape of the waistcoat and
braiding of the jacket among the men varies also in each locality.
About Quimper blue is the prevailing colour, both women and men
trim their jackets with yellow braid and a profusion of brass buttons.
At Auray the colours are more sombre, the women all wear black
cloth jackets trimmed with broad stripes of black velvet; elsewhere
brighter colours prevail, especially in the aprons, which are often of
silk or satin richly embroidered with flowers and birds of paradise.
The women are mostly plain, sunburnt, and weatherbeaten; they
work in the fields from their early childhood, and hardly know what
it is to be young jin a country where every man owns some little
plot of land and cultivates it himself without the help of a horse, .
and where a man may occasionally be seen ploughing his field with
his cow and his wife yoked together, it would be vain to look for
delicate female beauty, graceful forms, and fresh complexions. The
men also are poor samples of humanity: thin, dry, lazy, half-witted
and half starved. Buck-wheat and cider, their staple food, are a poor
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substitute for our beef and ale, and require to be consumed in larger
quantities than the Bretons can secure if robust frames and plump
countenances are to be the result. They are a most abstemious,
hardy race; drunkenness is unknown among them; but on the other
hand they lack energy, enterprise, and vigour. Very few can read,
hardly any can write. Railways, however, are beginning to stir them
up, and in course of time they may rouse themselves to more life
and rise to a higher state of civilization.

C.T.·C.

DORSET "WRANBOYS."

~N the Shirburnian for December a very interesting article
~ appeared under the title of the "Wranboys," giving an
account of some of the many curious old Irish customs. On reading
this it struck me that many customs existed nearer home which,
though less widely spread and probably less known, are yet not less
curious. Two of the most striking Dorset customs which have
come under my notice are those known by the names of "Feast
Sunday" and "Egg Shockling." On some customary Sunday in
each year, usually, I believe, in Lent, the whole unmarried popula
tion in several villages is accustomed to turn out dressed in their
very best clothes, and to promenade for some time in the main street
or some other suitable place; and it is a great breach of etiquette for
anyone to be absent from this gathering voluntarily, even in
very unpleasant weather. The other custom of "Egg Shockling" is
kept up on Shrove Tuesday, and consists in the following entertain
ment. Every boy in the village school brings an egg, or more if he
can procure them from the farmers' wives by doing odd jobs, or in

any other way, to the schoolmaster, who, after seeing that they are
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correctly marked with their owner's name, puts them all into a
large sieve kept for that purpose; this he then proceeds to shake,
and by so doing breaks the eggs. As each egg is cracked it is with
drawn until but three remain unbroken; these are then restored to
their owners, together with some small prize, whilst the rest,
frequently a very large number, go to the schoolmaster's pancakes,
so that, as far as he is concerned, this custom stands a very good
chance of being kept up. It occasionally happens that some boy,
more cunning than fair, boils his egg hard in order that it may outlast
the others. If successful he of course recovers his egg and
escapes detection; but if otherwise the trick is immediately dis
covered, and he suffers so severely that the practice is but seldom
resorted to. .All the eggs have of course to be put in together if
there is room; if not they are divided into two lots of equal
numbers, each of which is reduced by shaking to three, after which
the remaining six are put together and the winners decided. The
winner of the "Egg Shockling" becomes in the School quite a
seven days' hero.

I should like to mention one more custom which, though not
actually existing, has only fallen into disuse during the last few
years. In one village with which I am well acquainted no man was
allowed to come "a-courting" anyone of the village under pain of
being stoned, and a case actually occurred of a young farmer being
stoned out of the village, and on his remonstrating with his perse
cutors the only answer that could be got as to the cause was, "We
beant agoing to have none 0' they fellers arter our maidens."

A NATIVE.
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PRIZES FOR ATHLETIC SPORTS.
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~OMPLAINTS t~at Athletics are degenerating into "pot
~ hunting" are becoming more frequent every year, and those
who have control over the prizes at schools are in many cases trying
to put down this imaginary evil To the superficial observer it may
seem wrong that while crowns of wild parsley were given at the
Olympic games, costly prizes should be given for contests of far less
importance. But the two things are so utterly different that this
comparison cannot possibly apply. It would be similar to saying
that the head of a school in classics or mathematics ought not to
have a prize because the Senior Classic and Senior Wrangler do not.
And if the head of a school ought not, of course no one else in the
school ought. The victors at Olympia also received far greater
honour than any Senior Wrangler, since nearly the whole of Greece
was interested in the issue of the games, while the name of the
other is known in England only to a very few. DismissIng, then,
the idea of a comparison between our own Athletic Sports and the
Olympic Games, let us consider the means proposed for putting
down this evil of "pot hunting." It has been suggested that there
should be no prize at all, but that the names of the victorious com
petitors, with all the particulars of their performances, should be
inscribed in a book. Those who desire a bare chance of posthumous
fame might tolerate such a system.. Certain books have survived a
dozen centuries or so, and possibly this roll of fame might. It
might possibly outlive even the English language; and after having
been lost many years might be at length unearthed by a learned
scholar about A.D. 3000, who might write a book about his
discovery, showing how he had found an ancient codex full of most

valuable and interesting information about a nation long extinct, and
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in a language of which few traces remained. His fellow scholars
and critics would desire to see this marvellous work, and would
suggest many ingenious enendations, and would finally have a great
quarrel as to what it was all about; and doctors might decide that
i.t was an account of certain occurrences which they were unable
to explain further. There are, however, not many books which
survive as long, and the chances are that it would be destroyed or
lost before very many years. But still it mtty be argued it would be
kept a few years, and during those years the population in statu
pupillari would read therein and glorify their predecessors and be
incited to emulate their deeds. In theory this is all very well, but
before one book was filled there would be few who would care to
turn back to the opening entries; and if th~y did it would be more
through curiosity than from any feeling of respect. But there is too
much chance of this kind of posthumous glory being scant, if it
existed at all, to make it attractive to most fellows.

The method of giving medals, looked at from the recipient's point
of view, is better, for there is something to show, which is satis
factory, to say the least. It has its drawbacks, however. The
second gets quite as good, and occasionally a better prize than the
first; for the engraver, if he happens to engrave the date or the
superscription badly, comforts himself by writing "First Prize ;" so
that the joy of receiving it may be tempered by the sorrow caused
by the badness of the engraving. Of course engravers are but
mortals, and liable to have accidents; but the fellow who wins the
first prize is inc].ined to look at it in a different light, and thinks the
first prize ought really to be the best. .A fellow likes to have his
prize near him in some conspicuous place, and a cup adds greatly to
the beauty of a person's study, and is ready for use if it should be
required. A medal, on the other hand, does not greatly a~d to the
picturesqueness of a person's rooms, but impresses the casual visitor
with the idea that it is put in some conspicuous place for everybody
to make some remark about; so he asks some chance question, as in
duty bound, and thinks no more about it, but departs with a great

idea of the conceit of its owner. If it is not put in some such
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conspicuous place it must be laid aside in a drawer to be mourned
over by the possessor and utterly forgotten by everyone else. It
seems rather unreasonable to try to stop "pot hunting" by giving
useless articles; for medals are useless unless a sufficient number are
obtained to make buttons for an Ulster, as has been suggested. For
our own parts, it was with feelings of deep regret that we saw the
system of medals introduced at Sherborne, and we should advise all
other schools to consider well before adopting it.

<:RNONE'S LAMENT.

"They came, they cut away my tallest Pines."

.Farewell! farewell for ever,

Ye groves and babbling stream!

No more for me thy pines shall moan,

No more thy wavelets gleam I

Farewell thou woodland valley,

Where many a joyous hour

Among thy shades has fled, and joined

The days that are no more!

Wlien next thy glades I visit

Thy beauty shall have fled,

Thy pines and beeches will be felled,

And numbered with the dead.
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And by thy green-clad streamlet

llIay I hear evermore,

The pigeon cooing softly to

The young she watches o'er 1

Ah! then, farewell for ever,

Beloved, once happy dell !

llIy fancy's earthly paradise,

Farewell ! once more farewell !

CHARADE.

I.

l\fy first in summer's sultry noon

High up in the limes is heard;

It comes from the city's distant wards

When life with toil is stirred :

'Tis heard by the side of the babbling brook,

'Tis heard by the waterfall ;

And where conflicting armies rage

'Tis loudest heard of all

H.V.



Charade.

IL

My second oft in gloomy towns

Scares rest from the traveller's pillow.

It rolls through Russia's arid plains,

'Tis lost in the Caspian billow.

'Tis fled-the sleepless traveller sighs,

As he views his changed face in the morning.

The Cossack curses its sudden rise,

:Made houseless without warning.

Ill.

If aught personifies my whole,

'Tis I (or rather we),

It flits from merry month to month

As flits 'mongst flowers the bee.

n ushers in a bright spring month.

'Tis known in every clime-

Thus clear we've made this dark charade,

For nonsense is our rhyme.

371

"To. Bo. & Co."

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

Permit me to make a suggestion in the interest of Football
players. The Eleven have a distinctive ribbon which they may wear
at all seasons of the year, and I think there can be no good reason

why the Fifteen should not receive a similar honour. Very many
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are admirers of Cricket, but just as many admire Football, and the
one cannot be so vastly superior to the other as to justify a dis

tinction, such as that to which I refer, for that one alone.
r am, yours, &c.,

MONITOR.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

In your last number appeared an article signed "Bone
shaker," suggesting that there should be a Bicycle Race at our
annual sports. But it seems probable that thus encouraging bicycles
would be greatly to the detriment of our regular School games; for,
even this term, towards the end of the football season, there was a
great falling off in the average attendance at the field, chiefly owing
to the number of bicycles at present in the School. If such is the
case now, this nuisance, if I may so term it, is likely to increase next
term, when the roads will be drier and the weather more fit for
bicycling, unless, indeed, some decided steps be taken to prevent it.

Hoping that this may be the case,
I remain, .

Your obedient servant,
ONE WHO CANNOT RIDE.

[It appears. to US that an obvious way of remedying this evil would
be to enforce a rule prohibiting all bicycle-riding except on those two
days a week when there is no cricket or football in the field.-ED.J

DEAR Ma EDITOR,

About this time last year a proposal was made in your
columns that the winner of the Challenge Cup at the Athletics
should also have a medal given him, as a lasting trophy of his
prowess. Could not this suggestion be carried into effect 1 It seems
rather "hard lines" that a fellow should have nothing to show for
having :won the cup after the year during which he is entitled to
keep possession of the cup itself.

r am, yours, &c.,

"ALTER ET FOLEM/'
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FOOTBALL.

THE SCHOOL '/I. YEOVIL.

The following match was played on February 24th, and resulted
in a victory for the School by three goals to nothing. The Yeovil
captain won the toss and chose to play with the wind in his favour.
The ball was started by the School, and not being well returned
scrimmages were formed in the Yeovil quarters. At first the weight
of the Yaovil team told, and the School forwards lost ground, though
several good runs byWatkins soon regained what was lost. After a
good deal of forward play Watkins passed· the ball neatly to Ander
son, who secured a touch by a very good run j from it a goal was
kicked. Before long a second goal was scored by the School from a
very neat drop by vVatkins against the wind. Yeovil now played
better together and kept the ball for some time in the School quarters,
though never approaching very near the goal line, and nothing more
occurred until half time.. The School now had the wind in their
favour, and kept the ball near their opponents' line for the rest of
the game, owing to the good play of the forwards, notably of A.ldous,
who was playing splendidly throughout. For some time nothing
more was gained, though Yeovil had several times to touch down in
self-defence j at last Bewes nearly succeeded in running in for the
School, but was pushed outside close to the goal line, by a quick
pass, however, he gave the ball to Williams, who touched it down
rather wide of the goal j from it Cuming kicked a very difficult goal.
After this nothing worthy of note occurred until time was called.
The Yeovil collaring was good throughout. For the SchoolA.ldous,
Tremlett, vVatkins, Anderson and Williams played especially well,
whilst for Yeovil, Mayo, 'Whitehead, Tyte, and Cooper were most
noticeable.

School.-C. F. Sanctuary (captain), L. vVatkins (quarters), R. F.
Anderson,.A. J. Lithgow (half-backs), Lester (back), forwards, C.
,G. Cuming, J. F. Tickell, G. E. Northey, H. D. Bewes, G. B. Smith,
A.ldous, Tremlett, Williams, Harries, ma., Whitehead, ma.
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THE SCHOOL v. WEST SOMERSET.

This match ~as played on the School ground on Saturday, :M:arch
3rd, and resulted in a victory for the School by two goals and four
tries to nothing. The day was fine and not windy, and the ground,
though rather soft, was not in bad order. The School kicked off,
and before long by their good forward play drove their opponents
back near their goal line, across which Sanctuary, whose play was
excellent throughout, soon carried the ball; the try, however, by
Bewes did not prove successful. The· visitors now played up more
vigorously, and succeeded in pushing the School back a little; but
by one or two good runs the ball was brought near their goal again,
and Sanctuary a second time ran in for the School and obtained a
touch behind the posts, which was afterwards converted into a goal
by himself. No further advantage was gained on either side before
half time.

The second half of the game began with a series of loose scrimmages
in which the School had much the best of it, Aldous being most
conspicuous for his play, and in a short time Cuming obtained a
try, which, however, he failed to convert into a goal. In spite
of all the efforts of the visitors, the good play of their backs,
and the excellent kicking of 1fassey, three more tries were obtained
for the School by Northey, Tickell, and Anderson. The last
of these was converted into a goal by Tickell. For the School,
besides those already mentioned, Watkins and Smith played well
throughout; and for the visitors, E. Anderson, Esq., and the half
backs.

&hool.-C. F. Sanctuary (captain), L. Watkins (quarter-backs),
R. F. Anderson, H. D. Bewes (half-backs), Wilson (back), C. G.
Cuming, T. F. Tickell, G. R Northey, ,Villiams, Harries, ma., Smith,
Aldous, \Vhitehead, ma" Tremlett, Phelps (forwards).

West Somerset.-A. B. Cox (captain), R Anderson (backs), C.
1fcNair, F. Churcher (quarter-backs), :M:assey, Tomkins (half-backs),
J olliffe, Peren, Hayward, Raymond, Champion, Greenway, Chichester,
English, Watts (forwards).
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TANCOCK'So'V. HETHERINGTON'S.

375

This match, the first of the ties for the Challenge Cup, was played
off on February 13th and 15th, the sides being equal on the first
day. Hetherington's won the toss, and elected to play against the
wind. Aided by this, after a series of scrimmages near Hethering·
ton's goal line, Northey obtained a try for Tancock's; but his place
was unsuccessful. Mter this Hetherington's gradually drove their
opponents back, but neither side obtained any advantage. Mter
half-time, however, the ball was kept well in Tancock's quarters, and
Smith ran in for Hetherington's; but this try was also unsuccessful,
and until time was called the ball was kept near the middle of the
ground.

On the second day, almost immediately after the commencement,
Watts, by a neat run, obtained a try for Tancock's, which Northey
converted into a goal. The ball was still kept near Hetherington's
goal, and they were compelled to touch down in self-defence. Mter
half-time Hetherington's pressed their opponents hard, and com
pelled them, in their turn, to touch down; but they could gain no
further advantage till time was called. The game was thus decided
in favour of Tancock's by a goal and a try to one try.

For Tancock's, Hodder, Northey, Carmichael, and Watts did good
service; and for Hetherington's, Smith, Herm, and Chichester played

well, while Hole, mi., for his size, played up very pluckily.

PRICE'S 'V. WOOD'S.

This match was played on Monday, February 19th, and resulted
in a victory for Price's by a goal and a try to a try. Cuming kicked
off for Wood's, and at first the ball remained in Price's quarters, but
was gradually driven back by some good runs, especially by J enkins,
well responded to by Higgs. Shortly after this, Tickell, by a good
run, obtained a try, from which a goal was well kicked by Mayo.
Wood's now kicked off again, and kept the ball in "Price's quarters
till half-time was called. Mter half-time the ball was kept near

Wood's goal line, and after several good runs of Tickell and !layo,
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notwithstanding the efforts of Cuming and Watkins, a touch was
got by Harries, ma.; but the try by Tickell (a hard one) was unsuc
cessful. The ball then remained for a short time in the middle of
the ground. At this point Watkins, by a good piece of dribbling,
very nearly secured a touch, but failed, being unable to pick up the
ball. He soon, however, gained a try in the corner of the ground,
but the place by Cuming failed. Mter this the ball remained some
time in the centre until Price's, aided by some good runs from Mayo,
drove the ball into their adversaries' quarters, where it remained
until time was called. For Wood's, Cuming, ,Vatkins,_Whitehead,
Aldous, and Higgs played well; and for Price's, Tickell, Mayo,
Harries, ma., Jenkins, and Tremlett.

PRICE'S v. TANCOCK'S.

A very one-sided match, Price's carrying all before them, though
for their opponents, the play of Northey, ma. (captain), -Watts, and
Carmichael was very good.

The match was won by three goals and five touches to nothing;
the touches being obtained by Tremlett (2), Harries (1), Wilson (3),
Tickell (captain) (2). Goals were kicked by Mayo (2) and Wilson

(1).

WOOD'S v. TANCOCK'S.

- A match which excited an equally small amount of interest,
Tancock's receiving a severer defeat even than at the hands of Price's.
Wool's won by four goals and seven touches to nothing. Cuming
(captain) (3), Whitehead, ma. (3), Watkins (2), Aldous, ma. (2),
and Brackenbury (1), obtaining the touches, whilst the goals were
kicked by Aldous, Cuming, and Watkins.

For W ood's,- besides those already mentioned, Aldous, mi, and
Wheat played well, whilst for Tancock'sl Carmichael, ,Vatts,

Northey, ma., and M"artyn did all the work of the side.
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SCHOOL HOUSE 'V. THE }<""EXT THREE HOUSES.

This annual match, which ended, as is usual, the Football season-,
was played on Saturday, March lOth. For the second time since

the presentation of the challenge cup by J. Kennedy, Esq., in 1872,
it resulted in a victory for the School House by five touches to
nothing. The School House won the toss, and elected to play with
the wind in their favour for the first half;;(Jf the game. Cuming
kicked off for the School, and the ball was well returned by Bewes,
ma., who, backed up by Sanctuary, soon carried it into the School
quarters, "lVhere a great deal of good forwarrl ~nsued. At this



they steadily worked the ball past the centre of the ground towardfJ
the School House goaL The play here grew very exciting, as even
now a single goal would have gained the victory for the School; but
time was called before anything further was gained.

Besides those mentioned, for the School House, English, PhelpS',
Harper, and Lester, and for the Houses Tickell played well. As
usual, this game throughout was very hotly contested; but the very
superior pace of the School House backs, notably of Bewes, sup
ported by the plucky play of the forwards, won them the match.

School H01l,oO 9 f Sanctuary (captain), H. D. Bewes (quarter-
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line; and passing the ball in quickly to ,Yilliams, the latter obtained --.......
a touch near the corner of the ground. The try by l3ewes, ma., was

unfortunately unsuccessful. The play now became faster, and several

good runs by Tremlett and ,Yatkins worked the ball nearer the
centre of the ground; but it was soon carried back by very good
runs from Sanctuary and 13ewes. For some little time now the
forwards had the game to themselYes, and the play of Aldous was
especially noticeable. Soon ,Yatkins got into the midcUe of the
ground by an excellent run; but l3ewes succeeded in taking away
the ball from him, and brought it to its former position. Here
Sanctuary, being forced outside, threw the ball in to Anderson who,
by a very dodgy run, secured the second touch for the School House.

The ball, kicked by Sanctuary, passed just below the cross-bar.
Nothing more occurred, except a good run by Mayo, until half-time

was called.
Sanctuary now kicked off for the School House, and l3ewes soon

secured a touch in the corner of the ground; but the try, by Lester,
was again unsuccessful After this ,Vatkins got off; but was over
taken by l3ewes, who passed the ball to Anderson, and a fine drop
kick by the latter returned it well. A few minutes later Bewes
secured another touch, but the try, as usual, failed. Here some
forward play took place, especially a very good piece of dribbling by
Williams, and Bewes soon scored his third touch. For the remaining
time the superior weight of the School forwards began to tell, and



)' . ,."" ~cl._'_'O_~U"j, LCSl.er, ma. (half-backs), ::oe\'t~, ~ \ --._~/1&
••---- forwards, H. ,Villiams, Harper, ma., English, Phelps, Luff, Gerrish,

Lloyd, Philips, Gosling, and ,Yhitehead, tert.
Three HOllses.-L. ,Vatkins, J. Tremlett (quarter-bacl:s), Mayo,

·Watts, mi. (half-backs), Clapp, ma. (back) j forwards, C. G. Cuming

(captain), J. F. Tickell, G. E. Northey, Ii G. Aldous, Harries, ma.,
,Vilson, Carmichael, Wheat, Martyn, and ,Vatts, ma.

Note.-,Ve may here mention that the School House lost L.
Lithgow, and the School ,Vhitehead and J enkins.

REVIEW OF FOOTBALL SEASON.

In reviewing the past season, we may not unreasonably congratu
late ourselves on an almost complete success j eight matches
against foreign teams in all were played, and in one only the
School was unsuccessful, and this, played as it was against
Old Shirburnians, we may almost reckon as an honour. The
season was commenced under the captaincy of F. G. May, ana
we cannot sufficiently thank him for the energy he displayed
throughout. Of the last year's Fifteen six alone remained, and great
hopes were entertained of several members of the Second Fifteen,
notably Mdous, Tremlett, and Watkins, which they were not slow
to fulfil, and we may here remark that the forward play of Mdous
has rarely if ever been equalled on the ground. Before many weeks
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had elapsed the team suffered a very heavy loss in the person of R.
D. Tyacke, incomparably our best back, who was unfortunately
disabled, and prevented from playing the rest of the term; by his
running, and still more by his sure collaring during the previous
season, he had rendered himself invaluable to the team. In the
first one or two matches, the forwards, though unusually heavy, did
not show to advantage, but later on, notably in the match against St.
Andrew's Rovers, a marked improvement was manifest, more
especially in the loose scrimmages, and it was chiefly owing to their
exertions, well supported by the brilliant running of H. 111. Twynam
at quarter-back, that we secured our first victory over the last
mentioned team. ",Ve were unfortunate in the loss of one of our
best matches, that against Exeter, owing to the weather, and, by a
mistake in leaving our challenge until too late, that with the Clifton
Club fell through for this season.

vVe also played a match this year for the first time which we hope

to see often repeated, -with the Cambridge Old Shirburnians, which
proved to be one of the pleasantest of the season.

After Christmas our team was considerably weakened by the loss
of our captain (F. G. lIay), H. 111. Twynam, and A. J. Glasgow,
but we succeeded in winning the few matches which remained. The

house-matches, in which the main interest is centred during the

term, were unusually hard fought, and opinions were very varied
as to the winner of the house cup. The School House were finally

declared victors, and well desernd their place by the plucky ,my in
which the forwards, though outweighted, gave opportunity for the

superior play of the backs.
One word about our place kicking. With the exception of A. J.

Glasgow we had no one in the team who could at all be relied on,
and we can only hope that this branch of the game will see a decided
improvement next season, as practice alone is required to ensure its

success.
In conclusion, we can only regret that we do not play any foreign

matches with other public schools, owing, we understand, to the fear

of such matches becoming dangerous.
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The following is a list of foreign matches played by the School

during the past season :-
October 28th.-School v. Panthers; won by 5 touches to nothing.
November 1Ith.-School v. Yeovil; won by 2 goals and 4 touches

to nothing.
November 25th.-School v. St. Andrew's Rovers; won by 2 goals

to 1.
December 16th.-School v. Old Shirburnians(Cambridge); WOll

by 3 goals and 1 touch to 2 touches.
December l8th.-School (Present) v. Past; lost by 1 goal and 2

touches to nothing.
January 24th.-School v. Dorchester Football Club; won by 1

goal and 3 touches to nothing.
February 24th.-School t'. Yeovil; won by 3 goals to nothing.
:March 3rd.-School v. ,Vest Somerset; won by 2 goals and 4

touches to nothing.

CHARACTERS OF THE FIFTEEN.

F. G. nL<\.y.-Captain until Christmas. A powerful and hard
working forward, always setting a good example by his own play.
Lacks pace. Has left.

C. F. SAXCTUARY.-Took the captaincy after Christmas. Shows
fine play forward, especially in a packed scrimmage. Has also played
quarter for the latter part of the season. A good collar.

H. nI. T"yxA~r.-A first-rate quarter, frequently making brilliant
runs. A very good collar. Always reliable in foreign matches. A
fair place kick. Has left.

II. D. TYAcKE.-Splendid half-back, gaining much ground owing
to his great pace. A sure collar. ,Vas disabled early in the season.
Has left. .

A. J. GLASGow.-Played half-back during first half of the season,
making very good runs at times owing to his quickness in getting up
his pace. A sure place kick. Has left.

C. G. CmnxG.-A heavy forward, with great power of holding
the ball in the scrimmage. Runs well at times, but does not make
full UM of his pace. Passes well.
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J. F. TI.CKELL.-A very good forward, always at work on the ball.
Collars fairly.

G. E. N ORTHEY.-A useful forward, with weight and strength.
Backs up and passes well. Should collar more.

L. VVATKINS.-A hard working quarter; brilliant when on his
day. Should practice collaring.

R. F. ANDERSClN.-A fast and useful half-back, hard to collar
owing to his small size and dodging powers j a good drop, and
plucky collar.

G. B. SmTH.-A plucky forward who never tires. Lacks pace.

H. D. BEwEs.-A very fast forward with great collaring powers;
played quarter at the end of the season. His pace renders him very
hard to collar.

H. G. ALDous.-Has quite fulfilled the expectations formed of
him at the beginning of the season; a really splendid forward,
always on the ball.

J. TRE1ILETT.-A slow-and-sure forward; very strong on his legs.
Collars well.

H. VVILLIAlIS.-A very plucky forward; dribbles well; seldom
fails in a collar if he once gets a hold.

THE PAVILION.

There has been for some time past a general feeling that the

Pavilion in the Cricket Field is not only too small for the require

ments of the School, but that it provides no accommodation for
strangers, and it is moreover in want of immediate repair.

.A proposal has therefore been made to rebuild and refit, at a cost

of about £350, the present Pavilion, so as to supply a dining room

and a verandah upstairs, and on the ground floor a dressing room for

strangers, two dressing rooms for boys, with better accommodation

for the professional and for refreshments.

Of the above sum £100 has been provided by the School Fund,

and it was agreed to ask Old Shirburnians to assist in contributing

the remaining £250. Up to the present time the following sub

scriptions have been promised :-

School Fund
£ s. d.

100 0 0
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£, s. cl.
Rev. H. D. Harper ... 15 0 0
Rev. A. C. Clapin 5 0 0
Rev. O. ,V. Tancock ... 5 0 0
Rev. A. 'Vood ... 5 0 0
'V. L. Hetherington ... 5 0 0
Rev. J. Blanch '" 5 0 0
Rev. M. T. Park 3 0 0
J. R. Sterndale Bennett ... 5 0 0
T. W. Wilson 5 0 0
E. Cleminshaw '" 2 0 0
T. E. Raven ... 5 0 0
A. D. Longmuir '" 1 0 0

Old Shirburnians :-
J. E. Aldous ... 1 1 0
E. J. Austin 5 0 0
F. J. Ball 1 1 0
,V. "M. Barnes 2 2 0
F. E. Bennett 5 0 0
R. A. Bewes 2 2 0
C. Chatteris 2 2 0
'V. Collier 2 2 0
E. S. Eade 1 1 0
C. Eade ... 1 1 0
C. Eardley Wilmot 2 2 0
P. P. Easton 2 2 0
'V. F. Evans ... 1 1 0
E. n. Falwasser ... 1 1 0
E. L. Fenn ... 5 0 0
R. T. Finch 2 0 0
G. A. R. Fitzgerald 5 0 0
A. F. E. Forman '" 5 0 0
W. H. Game ... 1 1 0
W. Game ... 1 1 0
J. C. Heathcote 5 0 0
E. E. E. Heathcote 1 1 0
E. F. Henley 5 0 0
A. A. Henley 5 0 0
J. C. Hudson 1 1 0
W. J. Kendle 1 1 0
G. R. Kendle 5 0 0
T. N. I,awrenee 5 0 0
A. N. Malan ... 2 2 0
H. M. Merriman '" 1 1 0
J. C.·M:~ssenget 5 0 0
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J. Parsons 1 0 0
P. W. Peck 1 1 0
W. C. Perry 2 2 0
H P. Price ... 5 0 0
W. D. Pulling 5 0 0
H. J. Rawlinson 2 2 0
E.L. Tuson 2 2 0
H. T. Twynam 2 2 0
RA. Upcott 1 0 0
E. W. Wallington 1 0 0
W. Watts 2 0 0
C. S. Whitehead 5 0 0
H. Whitehead 1 0 0

There is still a deficit of nearly £74, which it is confidcntly
hoped that the other Old Shirburnians will readily supply.

As, however, the, work has already been begun, and payments will
soon have to be made, all who wish to subscribe are requcsted to do
so as soon as possible, in order that the Pavilion may be completed
without delay.

H. P. PRICE.
F. E. BENNETT.
C. S. WHITEHEAD.

UNIVERSITY HONOURS.

H. lIenn, Scholarship, Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
H. Williams, Scholarship, Christ's College, Cambridge.

We are also glad to notice that O. H. Channer and J. C. Hancock
have passed into the Indian Army :ThIedical Service, and W. H.
Guppy and J. Price into the Royal Naval Medical Service.

SCHOOL NEWS.

At a eommittee meeting held on :ThIarch 17th, it was resolved that
Hockey should become the recognized game between the ending of
the Football season and the beginning of Cricket. Games were
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played in tlie following week, and fairly attended, but there was not
nearly as much interest taken in them as had been expected; and

owing, partly to this, partly to the bad weather which followed,
Hockey before long died out altogether.

A. ,Yilliams, H. Henn, A. J. Lithgow, and F. H: 'V. Harries
have received their First Fifteen colours. In our last number the
names of "Watts, mi., and English were accidentally omitted in the
list of ~hose who had received their Second Fifteen colours.

On Sunday, April 8th, a sermon was preached in the School

Chapel by the Rev. 'V. Jex-Blake, D.D., Head Master of Rugby.

The following Cricket l\Iatches have been already arranged for the
coming season ;-

June 2nd The School v. k'Cminster Cricket Club.
June 11th and 12th The School v. Trinity College, Oxford.
June 21st The School v. Kingston Park Cricket Club.
June 22nd and 23rd The School v. Clifton College (at Clifton).
June 27th and 28th The School v. ,Yellington College.

July 4th and 5th The Schoolv. Mr. E. W. W allington'sEleven.
July 26th The School v. Kingston Park (Return).
July 27th and 28th The School v. Past Shirburnians.
July 30th and 31st Past and Present v. County of Dorset.

The above matches, except where otherwise stated, will be played
on the School ground.

The Editors of the Shirburnian beg to acknowledge with thanks
the following School Magazines :-The Bloxhamist (2), Blue, Hurst
Johnian (2), Epsomian, JJIm'lburian (2), Radleian (2), Monaghan
School Times, Reptonian, Owen's College JJIagazine, Carthusian,
Ulula (2), Wellingtonian, Rossallian, Uppingham School ~Magazine,

Cliftonian (2), St. Cad's College Magazine (2).


